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Directory

SPRING MEETINGS

SMD Officers 2021/22

South Mountain Division MER NMRA is inviting MEMBERS ONLY to scheduled Zoom meetings…

Topic:
SMD NMRA March Membership Meeting
Time:
Sunday, March 12, 2022 at 02:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Contact the Division by email at SouthMountainDiv@gmail.com to request
detailed information on how to join this meeting.
Meetings will open for connections approximately 30 minutes before the start time of 2:30 PM. If
guests, prospective members and anyone not affiliated with the SMD, would like to join the
meeting, contact must be made with the Superintendent prior to the meeting date(s) for approval.
To contact Division officials with questions or for help use our Gmail address.

April:
May:

Due to the Mini-Con, there will NOT be an April business meeting.
Plans have yet to be finalized, however the May meeting may be conducted inperson. Watch your email or visit SMDNMRA.org for updates and future notices.

On the cover:

Overview of a Mini Convention from a past year. (File photo by Tom Fedor)
• Mainline Hobby Supply presents: The SMD Spring Mini Convention.
• Saturday, April 23, 2022.
• Doors open to the public from 9:00 am. to 3:00 pm. Open for vendor & clinician set up at 7:00 AM .
• Blue Ridge Mountain Fire Co., located at 13063 Monterey Lane, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214
The Wheel Report is the official publication for the South Mountain Division of the NMRA. The
newsletter is published three times annually. Please send your letters, articles, and pictures to
SouthMountainDiv@gmail.com.

2022/23 submission deadlines:
Fall 2022………….….…………….….….…….August 15
Winter 2022/23…….……………..……..…..November 15
Spring 2023………….………..………………February 15
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Superintendent:
Alex Polimeni
Assistant Superintendent:
Mike Shockey
Clerk:
Harvey Heyser III
Paymaster:
Ray Price
Division Achievement Coordinator:
Jane Clarke
SMD Advisory Committee:
Pete Clarke
Don Florwick
Bob Johnson
Wheel Report Editor:
Tom Fedor
Webmaster - smdnmra.org:
Tom Fedor
To reach Division officials please
email us at:
SouthMountainDiv@gmail.com
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Out

of the loop? National sends out a bimonthly news letter by email called the
eBulletin. Here is a statement about this
electronic communication and how you can
subscribe.

2022 National News
Zinio and will be available on all mobile
devices, as well as on laptops and desktops
through a browser.

• Members will be notified electronically when
a new magazine issue is available so they
will have instant access.

Of note in the January and February eBulletin
and worth repeating here are the following…
Digital Magazine FAQs

• Beginning April 1, 2022, every member will
have digital access to the NMRA Magazine as
part of the standard membership dues. (The
only exception to this is members residing
within the Australasian Region.) Access will
be provided through the third-party service

• On laptops and desktops, the NMRA
Magazine will be available through a
website.
• Access to both the mobile and desktop
versions will be based on your NMRA.org
web site username and password. We urge
you to register on the NMRA.org website if
you have yet to do so.

The NMRA eBulletin is an official bi-monthly
production of the National Model Railroad
Association, Inc. Publishing Department (Riley
Triggs, Manager). Its purpose is to keep every
NMRA member informed about organization
news and events. If you know of an NMRA
member who is not receiving this mailing,
please direct them to nmra.org/members
to update their email address.

As you have all learned by now, the NMRA
will begin offering a digital version of the
NMRA Magazine in 2022. We realize there are
a number of questions surrounding this
decision by the Board of Directors and hope
that the information below will assist in
answering the most frequently asked questions.
Additional communications will be sent out
over the next few months.

From The Editor

• All members may choose to continue to
receive the paper magazine by adding the
print subscription to their membership. The
cost of the print magazine will encompass the
cost of printing and mailing. Please note that
the paper publication is currently an add-on
to the cost of annual membership dues and
this practice will continue.
• Members who choose only digital access to
the NMRA Magazine will see a substantial
decrease in costs.
• On mobile devices, an NMRA Magazine
mobile app will be available on the Apple
App Store and on Google Play for Android
devices.
!3

• On mobile devices, laptops, and desktops, the
magazine will be available as full pages as if
reading the print version, as well as a special
flowable text version. The flowable text
makes it easier to read individual articles by
enlarging the text and placing it into one
continuous column for easy scrolling. It is
simple to go back and forth between the
versions.
• The digital NMRA Magazine will be
searchable by keywords so it will be easy to
find your favorite railroad or topic. You can
also bookmark articles for quick access later.
• Members will be able to save issues offline
for viewing when Internet access is not
available.
• Life Members will still receive the print
magazine, as well as the digital version.
Those wishing to receive the digital
magazine only may opt out of the print
version.
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2022 National News

Administrative and Fee Changes

• Student member with access to the digital
magazine only $40

The introduction of the NMRA Digital
Magazine will result in changes to fee
structures across the globe. Here are the details
on how the change will impact you, dependent
on where in the world you live. The costs to
produce the content of the NMRA magazine,
i.e. editorial, articles, and layout, are now
shared across all members worldwide meaning
that everyone will see a rise in membership
fees. However, if you currently take the print
magazine, and now choose digital over print,
you will see a reduction in your membership
fee. All membership classes will either still
receive, or be able to subscribe to, the printed
NMRA Magazine. Note that the fees given
below do not include any Region-based fees.
USA Members
For reference, here are the current membership
rates in the USA, in effect until March 31,
2022.
• Membership Only (no Magazine) $50
• Membership with a Magazine Subscription
$82
New rates starting April 1, 2022
• Member with access to the digital magazine
$68
• Member with access to the digital and print
magazines $92
• Sustaining member with access to the digital
and print magazines $120

• Rail Pass member with access to the digital
magazine only (9 months) $19.95
• Family member $10
Therefore, if you currently subscribe to the
print magazine and you choose to now read
your NMRA Magazine online, you will see a
reduction in your overall membership fee of
$14. The digital NMRA Magazine will be
available to all as a standard benefit of NMRA
Membership.
Life Members
• Life members will have access to the digital
magazine and will continue to receive the
print magazine if they receive it currently.
• Life members do have the option to stop
getting the print magazine if they contact HQ
with a request to do so. The print magazine
can be stopped completely or, at the request
of the life member, placed in Public Libraries
or similar public reading rooms as per the
executive handbook.
• Life members will pay no new fees as the
Life Service Obligation Fund covers the cost
of publications for them.
If you have any further questions or concerns,
please do not hesitate to reach out to
hq@nmra.org.
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From The Editor
This will be my last
edition as editor of our
newsletter. I officially
took the reigns from
Richard Lind, selfproducing the spring
volume in 2016. It’s
time for a fresh
perspective. The
newsletter editor
Tom Fedor
position is selected by
the Superintendent. If you have the desire to
plan, coordinate, check, lay-out, and
occasionally write articles please email our
officers at southmountiandiv@gmail.com.
There is nothing special about the software
needed to create the Wheel Report. All of the
common platforms (Apple, Microsoft & Google)
offer suites of applications that can be used.
I very much appreciate the support from all
of our contributors these last 6 years. Thank
you. As I have said many times, “Without
your support we’d be publishing a flyer and
not a newsletter.”
I am stepping down but not away. I will
continue to support the Division as a web
editor, publishing notices from our officers
and posting future newsletter content in that
digital space. I will also be performing some
other digital chores behind the scenes.
I’m excited to read where a new editor takes
our Division in the fall. -Fedor
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I

use Atlas switch machines on my layout.
They’re reasonably priced, reliable, and
available just about everywhere. I’ve even
gotten used to the “buzz-clack” sound as one of
them operates. What I’ve never gotten used to,
though, is the big, honkin’ piece of black plastic
that houses the solenoid. It lays right by the
track and, in my opinion, bears no resemblance
to anything prototypical. Because of this, I’ve
devised ways to hide or disguise them.

Disguising Atlas Switch Machines
between the center of the turnout’s points and
my Atlas switch machine throw bar’s location.
First I measure 3/8 inch from one end of the
wire and bend it up 90 degrees. Then I measure
1/8 inch from the tip on that bent end and bend
it another 90 degrees, perpendicular to the first
bend. Fit it into the hole on the turnout’s throwbar. It should now extend, perpendicular to the
track section, underneath the throw-bar. I do
this before I mount the turnout on the roadbed.

I am aware of Atlas’s switch machines for
“under table” mounting. I’ve used them in
the past and they work well. But as my age
advances and bad knees become more of a
fact of life, I want to make as few trips as
possible under my layout. I’ve decided to
keep switch machines above ground, so to
speak. I also know that Atlas includes a little
piece of black plastic that allows you to
mount the machine a bit further away, but
even that’s not far enough for me. I prefer to
have at least 3 to 4 inches between a turnout
and the machine to allow for my coverings.
The first thing I do is work out a way to
mount the machine at least a few inches away
from the turnout and create the connection.
When mounting them in this way, Atlas’s
“left/right hand” switch machine designations
do not matter because those cast-on track
connections wont be used.
My method uses a piece of green florist wire
that is about 3/4 inch longer than the distance

Trim the roadbed under the throw-bar to allow the
wire to freely move under the points. Note that the
wire must also lay flat on top of the throw-bar so
a passing coupler trip pin doesn’t get snagged.
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From John Pursell
It may take some trial and error to get this right.
I use code 100 track and the measurements for
bending could be different for different codes
of rail or other manufacturer’s track. The
measurements above are estimated. Florist wire
is inexpensive. If it’s not correct, I toss it and
do another.
Next, with the wire protruding out from the
turnout to where the machine mounting spot
will be I run the wire through a length of plastic
tube that will fit between the roadbed and the
machine. This allows me to cover the
connection, preventing scenic material and
adhesives form interfering with its
movement. At the switch machine, the wire is
bent around the actuating lever and squeezed
down using pliers to reduce any play.
Holding the switch machine in it's mounting
spot, I check to see if everything works. In
general, I keep the switch machine and
turnout parallel to one another. When it
functions smoothly, I permanently attach the
switch machine and turnout with adhesive
caulk. This will hold it, more or less,
permanently. Since caulk always retains
some resiliency, I’ll be able to replace it
(with perhaps some small effort) if necessary.
On occasion, I’ve mounted the machine on a
small piece of cork roadbed, which puts it at
the same height as the turnout. Using this
method allows me to run a longer actuating
(floral) wire under an adjacent track inside the
plastic tube.

Disguising Atlas Switch Machines
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machines are hidden. Clockwise from the left:
#1 inside the gray shed, #2 inside the red shed,
#3 behind the hillside, #4 behind the bushes, #5
behind the block shed and #6 behind the shrubs
across from the block building.

#
$

&

Disguising the machine consists of multiple
methods. All of this should work for other types
of switch machines. One advantage of Atlas
machines is they are fairly flat. This helps with
hiding them. The accompanying photo shows
several of the ways I’ve done this. A small
building with a slot for the wire to go through
can be whipped up in minutes. Leave the
building loose for adjustments or repairs. I also
hide them behind trees or ground foam bushes.
If going this route, I cover the actuator pin
opening in the machine while gluing, painting,
or working with foam. I’ve can also made a

From John Pursell

However, there are “worst case” scenarios.
What if there’s simply no space for mounting
the switch machine other than right by the track
as Atlas intended? If I can’t hide it, I
camouflage it. This is easily done by painting
the machine (below) the same color as the
ballast, making it much less noticeable. Oddly
enough, over the years I’ve met many modelers
who have simply never thought that you could
paint the switch machine. As long as paint
doesn’t get into the operating area it works fine.
Depending on the surrounding scenery, I
recommend gluing a few small pieces of foam
on the sides to help the machine blend in better.

%

small knoll out of carved foam to fit over the
machine, covering the knoll with ground foam,
grass, and weeds to blend in the rest of the
scenery. If this knoll is by an industrial area, I
would cover it with mixed, small pieces of junk
to resemble a scrap pile. Since the machines are
flat, I’ve also hidden them behind fences,
extend an inch or two beyond the edges of the
machine, completely hiding them. Fences are
often good if there’s just no room for anything
else.
Above is the Easton engine terminal on my
Lehigh Valley RR, where six Atlas switch
!6

So that’s how I do it. It’s not difficult and allows
me to keep using my preferred brand of switch
machine. Try it and see if you like it. I assure
you, your back and your knees will thank you!
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Think Gauge First

A Key to Unlock
Confusions about
Large Scale

Some Theorizing about Factors in Scale
Model Railroading and How They Relate to
Each Other:

(For the purpose of
this article, we will
consider Large Scale
to be the part of the
model railroading
hobby that uses
scales larger than O
scale – 1:48 in the US
Harvey Heyser
– and smaller than
ride-on live steam to
run primarily on Gauge One track – 45 mm —
with some on O gauge and some on HO
gauge.)

As scale model railroaders, we are interested in
four essential factors in our modeling: #1 the
size of the prototype, #2 the size of the model,
#3 the track gauge of the prototype, and #4 the
track gauge of the model. Since we are striving
to model accurately, we are particularly
interested in how these factors relate.

(Most of what I have written is my own thinking
based on commonly known information about
modeling in the larger scales. For those who
want to learn more, I have included a short list
of suggested further reading at the end of this
article.)

How then do we link scale with the gauge
factors? It is fair to say that we conceptualize
the relationship between scale and gauge in our
thinking with a mathematical equation like this
one:

Large Scale has a lot of scales — two dozen or
so by my count. Each of those scales has more
than one name. (One scale — 1:22.5 — has at
least seven names.) At the same time, it seems
that all these scales are referred to as “G Scale,”
and they all use the same three track gauges
(Ga. 1, O gauge, and HO gauge). For small
scale modelers and quite a few large scalers,
that situation is more than a little confusing.

The first two — size factors — are related by
the concept of scale, defined as the relationship
between the size of the prototype and that of
the model. Scale is commonly represented by a
ratio such as 1:87 for HO and as a dimension
such as 3.5 mm per foot, again for HO.

by Harvey Heyser
The original standardized scales and gauges
decided on at the turn of the 19th to 20th
centuries were likely developed by similar
thinking. Manufacturers decided on a size (or
sizes) for their trains (basically scales) and then
used that factor to determine an appropriate
gauge. Standard setting made it possible for
trains from different manufacturers to run on
the same gauges of track and gradually to use
the same set of scales. These early
manufacturers started first with size/scale;
therefore, this way of thinking looks at the
relationship between scale and gauge from a
scale-first point-of-view.
A Different Gauge-First Point of View:
While thinking scale-first may seem perfectly
reasonable to scale model railroaders, it is not
the only way to look at the relationship
between scale and gauge.
So, let us go back to that original equation
relating scale and gauge factors:

Scale x Prototype Gauge = Model Gauge

Scale x Prototype Gauge = Model Gauge

Thus, an O scale model of a 3 ft. narrow gauge
prototype has a model gauge calculated as
follows:

With algebra, we can turn that equation around:

1/4 in. per ft. (the dimensional
equivalent of 1:48) x 3 ft. = 3/4 in.
(the gauge known as On3).
(I am sure this reasoning seems fairly obvious
to most scale model railroaders.)
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Model Gauge = Scale x Prototype Gauge
Dividing both sides by Prototype Gauge, we arrive at:
Model Gauge ÷ Prototype Gauge = Scale
(That equation does work out with the units
involved — below in English dimensions but
also with metric or a combination):
Inches ÷ feet = inches per foot
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Thus, the use of a little bit of math (which
hopefully we remember from high school) has
shown us that a different gauge-first point of
view is also mathematically valid for relating
all the size and gauge factors. We will find that
this gauge-first way of thinking was the starting
point for many activities in Large-Scale.
But why would anyone who wants to model
to scale put gauge first? That is a good
question, the answer to which requires some
history of modeling in the larger scales.
A Bit of History
The Early History of model railroading was
dominated by the larger scales. Most of the
miniature trains built in the 19th century
(whether toys or “scale” models) were built in
the larger scales. By the end of the 19th
century, there was a great amount of chaos in
the hobby as each manufacturer made products
using their own gauges and scales. Mӓrklin had
the foresight to realize that shared standards
would benefit the new hobby greatly by
allowing customers access to a larger range of
products through “interchangeability.” Mӓrklin
proposed the first set of standards for scales
and gauges No. 1 through No. 5 or 6 (Arabic
numerals with No. 1 the smallest). (All of these
fall within today’s Large-Scale range of sizes.)
Note that the gauges associated with those
scales were all based on modeling standard
gauge prototypes. Narrow gauge modeling
was extremely rare.

Think Gauge First
The twentieth century: Unfortunately, the
popularity the larger scales had enjoyed in the
19th century vanished in the first half of the
20th as smaller scales and gauges were made
practical by better manufacturing processes and
electric propulsion. The beginning of the
century saw the development first of Zero scale
(now known as O scale), then OO scale
(smaller than zero — the next name in many
numerical naming systems — think paint brush
sizes), and soon HO scale (half O). Again, the
associated gauges were all based on modeling
standard gauge prototypes.
Narrow Gauge: The 1920s saw a few
modelers become interested in modeling
narrow gauge prototypes. In order to do so,
they often had to take creative approaches to
get the resources they needed. Pioneer narrow
gaugers like Hugh Boutell and P. D. Hancock
resorted to re-gauging wheels and mechanisms
from other scales for their models. It was a time
of much “thinking outside the box” for narrow
gauge modeling.
The Development of Sixteen Millimeter
Scale
In the years leading up to and following World
War II, a small group of British modelers
wanted to model their 2-foot gauge prototypes.
Like other pioneer narrow gauge modelers,
these British modelers thought outside the box
to accomplish their modeling goals. In the
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by Harvey Heyser
process, they managed to blaze a trail for a
rejuvenation of modeling in the larger scales.
The following is not intended as a history of 16
mm Scale, that feat having been accomplished
by the Association of 16 mm Narrow Gauge
Modellers when they published History of 16
Mil and the Association by John Wenlocke in
2017. Mr. Wenlocke, a long time 16 mm
modeler, has written an extensive, detailed
account reaching back to early mentions of 16
mm and 5/8 in. modeling by Allan Pratt and
J.I.C. Boyd in the late 1930s model journals.
However, despite knowing and speaking with
quite a few well known early 16 mm modelers,
Mr. Wenlocke was able to pin down only some
of the names of the “Group of Seven,” the early
16 mm pioneers whom he described as giving
“tantalizing glimpses of their ‘subversive’
efforts [by publishing] in the modelling press
from time to time.” As to their thoughts about
setting up this new activity, all Mr. Wenlocke
was able to recover were observations such as
that of Peter Jones’s (another early — 1940s –
16 mm modeler): “16 mm to the foot scale on
32 mm gauge track was a happy and obvious
combination [emphasis added].” Clearly, much
of the thinking of the first 16 mm modelers is
lost to us in the mists of a time now 80 plus
years ago. (All quotes are from Mr. Wenlocke’s
history.)
Consequently, what follows is my attempt to
reconstruct a logical thought process leading to
the decision to model in 16 mm Scale.
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Think Gauge First

Although what I have written contains a
substantial amount of conjecture, I think it
conveys the essence of what 16 mm Scale
modelers were up against and how creatively
they responded.

2.1. Garden railroading also allowed these
modelers to model in a much larger scale —
one big enough to fit the large motors
available at the time into their narrow gauge
equipment.

3 (or Rather 4) Challenges:

3. The post-war economic situation: The
overall economy of the time was focused on
recovery from the Depression and the War.
The larger scales, which had dominated the
hobby in the nineteenth century, no longer
did so and, consequently, had become
minority interests. Model manufacturers did
not have capital resources to bring out new
lines of trains for minority interests. In
addition, the conventional wisdom in the
hobby at the time said that growth would be
in the smaller scales — wisdom borne out by
the increasing popularity of OO and HO
scales and the development of even smaller
scales (TT, N, and Z). Besides, before
WWII, faced with a shrinking market, many
of the manufacturers of larger scale trains
either had gone out of business (as Ives did)
or had converted to the smaller scales (as
Lionel did when they dropped their Standard
Gauge line to focus on O gauge trains).
These 16 mm Scale modelers realized they
were on their own, without manufacturer
support.

These British modelers faced challenges: issues
related to layout & model size, discouraging
economic prospects, and constraints of gauge.
(Each challenge described is followed by their
response in italics.)
1. Lack of space: British homes did not (and,
to an extent, still do not) provide generous
space for layouts.
1.1. The founders of 16 mm scale bypassed the
lack of layout space indoors and took
advantage of the British tradition of garden
railroading. Outside in the “garden” (the
yard to us colonials), space was much less
constricted.
2. Lack of small motors: While lack of space
might have argued for using smaller scales,
the lack of small motors argued for the
opposite. Electric motors of the time were
huge, a fact that had forced even O standard
gauge modelers to put motors in tenders. In
Britain, this problem was compounded by
the relatively small size of British prototypes.
And then, to make the problem worse,
narrow gauge prototypes are even smaller —
a fact that argued for the use of scales a good
bit larger than O to fit the available motors.

3.1. To counteract the lack of manufacturer
support, these modelers took advantage of
an opportunity available to all who model
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by Harvey Heyser
narrow gauge: the fact that a gauge
developed in one scale to model standard
gauge prototypes can be used in a larger
scale to model narrow gauge. By using an
existing gauge from another scale as the
basis for their modeling, they could
counteract the lack of manufacturer support
and gain access to wheels, mechanisms, and
track supplies — essential resources.
Coming from the British modeling tradition,
they figured they could scratch-build the
rest. Then, using that gauge, they would
create their own new, larger scale.
One further challenge related to garden
railroading:
4. The width of the track gauge: Indoor
model railroaders might not expect this to be
a challenge, but when modeling outside, the
rule of thumb is that a wider gauge is better
for track durability/stability and ease of
maintenance. O gauge – 32 mm in Britain,
1-1/4 in. in the US – is generally considered
the smallest practical size for garden
railroads. Thus, the challenge for the
founders of 16 mm Scale was to find a wide
enough gauge with manufacturer support
(wheels and mechanisms) to allow for
modeling outside.
4.1. As discussed in the next part, they decided
to use O gauge.
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Possibilities Considering the Established
Scales:
These were scale modelers who wanted to
model accurately; so, undoubtedly they
considered the established scales in their search
for a workable scale and an accurate
corresponding gauge for 2-foot models in that
scale. (One thing that becomes abundantly clear
from this consideration of the established scales
is that, to get a gauge wider than O gauge, they
would have to use a scale much larger than O
scale.)
• O Scale (1:43.5 in Britain) was too small for
the available motors, and the resulting gauge
of 14 mm (roughly 1/2 inch) for two-foot
prototypes was far too narrow for easy use
outside.
• Scale One (1:32) was larger, but its gauge of
3/4 inch still was not wide enough.
• Scale 2 (1:27.4) and a gauge of 7/8 inch
would not work either.
• Scale 3 (1:22.5) with a gauge of
approximately 1-1/16 inches might work, but
very little was produced in that scale at the
time and nothing in that gauge.
• Scale 4 (1:16) with a gauge of 1-1/2 inches
might work, but again, there was nothing
available in that gauge.
Consideration of the established larger scales
did not get the British modelers the gaugerelated resources they needed.

Think Gauge First
After some thought, they decided to take a
gauge-first approach. Instead of focusing on
the established scales (and new gauges that
were not likely to be manufactured), they
would use a gauge that was readily available:
O-gauge, which they knew would work
outside. Doing so gave them access to the
wheels, mechanisms, and track products they
needed.
Then, they went on to develop their own new
scale. Here is how they likely reasoned
employing the gauge first version of the
equation we developed earlier:
Model Gauge ÷ Prototype Gauge = Scale
Using O gauge, they filled in the numbers:
32 mm (British O gauge) ÷ 2 feet = 16mm/foot
This new scale they created – 16 mm Scale –
has a scale ratio of 1:19, a size between the
established Scales 3 (1:22.5) and 4 (1:16). After
nearly a half century of decline, 16 mm Scale
represented the first new activity in the larger
scales. Apparently, the larger scales were not as
moribund as they seemed to be after WW II.
Today in Britain, 16 mm Scale – roughly 5/8
inch per foot — is often referred to as SM32
(Sixteen Millimeter scale/32 mm gauge).
One very important thing to note: these were
modelers, not manufacturers, coming up
with a new scale and a new approach to the
hobby.
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by Harvey Heyser
Their strategy can be summed up as follows: #1
modeling in the garden, which offered them
room to run larger models; #2 using a larger
scale so that their models would be big enough
to house the motors available at that time; and
#3 most importantly, adopting an existing
gauge from another scale to give them gaugerelated products.
A Gauge-First Modeling Strategy for LargeScale:
Adopting a gauge developed for another scale
has proven to be an extremely successful
strategy for other large scale activities over the
years. Lehmann took an approach similar to
that of the 16 mm modelers when they adopted
Gauge One to model meter gauge prototypes in
Scale 3.
(scale ratio 1:22.5)
45 mm ÷ 1 meter = 13.55 mm per foot
Somewhat later, American modelers developed
2 scales new to model railroading when they
adopted Gauge One to model both 3 and 2 foot
narrow gauge prototypes:
(scale ratio 1:20.3)
45 mm ÷ 3 feet = 15 mm per foot,
and using the old dimension for Gauge One
(scale ratio 1:13.7)
1-3/4 inch ÷ 2 feet = 7/8 inch per foot.
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Other modelers have adopted Gauge One to
model 42 inch prototypes:
(scale ratio 1:24)
1-3/4 inch ÷ 3-1/2 feet = 1/2 inch per foot.
Modelers using O gauge like the 16 mm
modelers revealed additional narrow gauge
modeling opportunities. Combining O gauge
with Scale 1 worked for meter gauge — a new
use for an old scale:
(scale ratio 1: 32)
1-1/4 inch ÷ 3-1/4 feet = 3/8 inch per foot.
Combining O gauge with 1/2 inch scale worked
for 30 inch gauge — a new use for another old
scale:
(scale ratio 1: 24)
1-1/4 inch ÷ 2-1/2 feet = 1/2 inch per foot.
The result of these developments was that
Large-Scale quickly accumulated 6 scales
(1:19, 1:22.5, 1:20.3, 1:13.7, 1:24, and 1:32)
used with only 2 gauges (Gauge One and O
gauge). While 6 scales is a far cry from the two
dozen mentioned at the start of this article,
these 6 are not the only ones possible as a result
of gauge-first thinking. What we have seen is
that most of these efforts were begun without
manufacturer support: modelers (on their own)
finding ways to accurately model their favorite
prototypes by borrowing gauge-related
resources from other scales. (That was, by the
way, the strategy used by both On30 and
HOn30 pioneer modelers.)

Think Gauge First
A gauge-first way of thinking has given us a
key to unlock what is going on in Large-Scale
and has revealed some important points:
1. Scale is not the only way to develop new
activities in the hobby; gauge works just as
well, especially for Large-Scale.
1.1. Model Gauge ÷ Prototype Gauge = Scale
2. A gauge developed in one scale to model
standard gauge prototypes can be used in
a larger scale to model narrow gauge. The
16 mm modelers realized this fact allowed

by Harvey Heyser
them to use readily available O gauge
products. As a result, they could get their
activity going without manufacturer support
(except those “unwitting” O scale
manufacturers).
3. Each of the scales developed or adopted
offered modelers a new and different
opportunity to enjoy the hobby — many
related to accurate modeling of a specific
prototype. The more scales they tried; the
more opportunities they discovered.
(All rights reserved by the author)
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What’s on Your Workbench?

Division

member Charles B. Greenawalt will lead the
craftsman kit make-and-take at the spring Mini
Convention. Charles shares some recent builds from FOS
Scale Models kit of the month series.
He writes, “These HO-scale kits are great for learning how
to build structures. FOS Scale Models sells the kits as
either a 6-month or a 12-month subscription. The
instructions are fairly well written and each kit can be
completed in a few evenings.”
Arrive early to sign-up and build with Charles at the Mini-Con.
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The Mini-Con is Back!
On Saturday, 23 April, 2022, South Mountain
Division (SMD) will present a Mini
Convention in Blue Ridge Summit, PA,
sponsored by Mainline Hobby Supply.
Beginning at 9:00 AM, this free annual
outreach programming consists of a morning
loaded with informal clinics, including a couple
of make-and-take opportunities, and then
concludes in the early afternoon with a couple
of formal presentations. Both NMRA members
and the general public are invited to this nocost gathering.
This Mini-Con activity is a great opportunity
for the Division. It offers an occasion to
reconnect with one another, encouraging active
participation as a way to give back, and a path
to promote the hobby to the public. It takes a
large staff of volunteers to host this event. Most
are Division members. Attendance in past years
averaged over 200 persons.
To encourage casual interaction and an exchange
of ideas, approximately twenty informal clinics
take place during the first four hours. Clinic
topics this spring will cover structure building
and painting, rolling stock maintenance,
upgrades, and weathering, locomotive tuning,
DCC topics, a fiber optic presentation, Tortoise
machine operations, and more. Clinicians will be
seated at tables welcoming attendees to observe
their projects. Conversation and questions are
entertained as the clinicians work.

Mini Convention 2022

From Grant Berry

In some instances guests may be invited to try
their hand at the work.

The raffle ticket holder must be present at the
time of the drawing on Saturday to win.

Being sensitive to physical distancing
protocols, no modular layouts will be present
this spring to facilitate enough space between
and around clinicians.

Go to smdnmra.org to get all updates regarding
this event.

As in the past the SMD will have two makeand-take clinics that focus on the beginner,
giving preference to the youth in our hobby.
Both culminate with a small structure to take
home. An entry level craftsman kit and a
basic plastic kit are the
foundation for this activity
which is billed as a wonderful
parent and child activity.
Two formal presentations are slated
for the afternoon hours.
Division member John Pursell w i l l
offer a program on frugal methods to model
railroad, and lastly, member Pete Clarke of the
Friends of the EBT has arranged for a talk on
the happenings and progress at the East Broad
Top Railroad.
The sponsor for this event, Mainline Hobby
Supply, is in walking distance form the Blue
Ridge Mountain Fire Co location. The Division
encourages all to thank owners Bonnie and
Brian Wolfe and to support their business.
Mainline is offering a 10% discount to every
Mini-Con attendee on the day of the event.
Additionally, a $150 gift certificate for Mainline
Hobby will be raffled-off during the day.
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